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TEACHING FOR THE FUTURE 
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T4F PROJECT – GOOD PRACTICES IN EUROPE 

T4F project – Good practices in Europe 
 

 Country/Region 
Italy /Sardinia 

 
 The good practice/method/material/resources in 3 words :  

Partecipative, Intuitive, Affordable 
 

 Description of the good practice/material/resources (about 500 words) 
MCG is carrying out a project called GRANDTOURSARDINIA which aims to enhance the 
most autentical lands of Sardinia with their culture and their products of excellence, 
thanks to a sustainable turism focused into traditions. In order to achieve this 
porpouse, MCG is realizing some training activities to professionalise those who want 
to promote Sardinia in its most authentic version. The project is funded by the 
European Social Fund and by the Region of Sardinia and all the activities intended for 
students are entirely for free. Besides conventional training paths, 
GRANDTOURSARDINIA project includes the realisation of consulting activities aims to 
the orientation and accompainamnet of work integration and to the business creation. 
The average time of consulting activities was around one hour and they took place by 
presence until the beginning of March ( when the lockdown was declaired in Italy). 
Before the Covid-19, consultants used to organize face to face consulting session with 
each student involved in the project, in which they offered their help and knoledge to 
the student based on existing needs. Once the pandemin broke out, MCG has been 
forced to reorganize their traditional working methods which were denied by the 
Regional Government and the Italian Government. MCG have dealt with professional 
training activities for more than 30 years and before the Covid it never used distance 
learning methods and tools because it believes on the direct contact with students 
and on the efficency of practice activities to support theoreatical lessons. When the 
pandeminc has started to affect the project, MCG started to analize alternative 
solutions in order to keep on going all the activities despite the situation and the 
inability to realise consulting sessions by presence. At this stage, the main concern 
of MCG was to find an online platform which ensured to fulfil the requirements of the 
Governement (traceability and efficency).Therefore, MCG made the decision to use 
ZOOM MEETINGS for its distance activities.  
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 Was the practise/material already used/implemented before the COVID-19 

crisis or was it recently implemented to face new challenges?(about 500 
words) 

MCG never organized online lessons before the pandemic. The idea of the 
experimentation of this new method via ZOOM MEETINGS was born by an urgent 
need due Covid-19. The Italian Government, with the Prime Ministerial Decree of 08 
March 2020, required to immediately suspend every kind of training activities 
(schools, universities and training courses). Clearly, the Sardinia Region must follow 
the guidelines of the Government so all the training activities were suspended, 
including also individual consulting sessions.  
Regardless that, the Sardinia Region has given the authorisation to arrange online 
activities in such a way as to be able to keep doing them. Online activities had to be 
organized by following some necessary conditions given by the Region: 

1. Online activities must be recorded 
2. Students and professors/consulents must be contemporarily present along the 

entire online activity 
3. In order to accomplish the activity, the utilisation of an online platform was 

demanded, where it could be possible to record the course attendance. 
4. There must be the possibility for the region staff to remotely access the online 

platform of every online activities through credentials provided by each 
organisation so as to check the correct development of activities, if needed.  

 
Clearly, the pandemic has made MCG face a tough challenge. Also because, during 
those weeks where it had to take important decisions about the future of consulting 
acutivities and the expermentation of the online platform, all the staff was in 
smartworking so that made the decision process even longer and more complicate. In 
this situation, MCG staff had to react quickly to those changes forced on it. It started 
to work with tools and resources that were never used before by the organisation. The 
switch of method was inevitably in order to keep working and to avoid the 
interruption of activities which would have led into a loss of students and of the public 
funding consequently. 
The final decision on which tool/online platform MCG was about to use for its 
activities, ended up into ZOOM MEETINGS after a long process of analysis and 
selection. There were a lot of options that could have been chosen but MCG had to 
make a selection taking into consideration all of those criteria that the Region put as 
essential prerequisites, as mentioned above. Consequentely, the choice of an online 
platform with the requirements of the Region must be complied with in order to 
ensure the approval from the Region regarding the correct performance of the activies 
and therefore the reimbursement of the costs. 
As a result of this situation, MCG had to make an investiment, dealing with the costs 
associated with the utilisation of ZOOM MEETINGS. This choice also implied time 
consuming and some risks. In particular: 
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1. MCG had to bear with the cost of the paid online platform (ZOOM MEETINGS) 
2. MCG had to take into consideration the time spent by the staff, consultants 

and students to learn how to use the tool properly before the actual beginning 
of the online sessions 

3. The Region guidelines were not fully clear. Therefore, the risk was to start all 
the activities and to discover to not be aligned to the Region instructions only 
at the end of the project. This scenario would have meant the denial by the 
Sardinia Region of the reimbursement of costs incurred by MCG. 

 
But ultimately, MCG decided to start all of the activities, also encouraged by 
students who had been asking the cooperative to carry on the activies even 
though the distance. Throughout this new work stage, the observation of the 
dynamics where students and consultants had been involved and the costant 
communication with students were essentials for the success of the method. 

 
 Why is it particularly interesting and/or useful for pupils and their teachers 

during the COVID-19 crisis?(about 500 words) 
The utilisation of the new method implemented by MCG, based on distance 
consulting, has brought MCG staff to a reorganisation, not only of the required 
tool/accessories, but also of the contents and the structures of the new sessions. 
Mcg has always been used to plan consulting sessions by presence which lead to 
multiple cons related to the opportunity to read all the signals arising from non-verbal 
language and also to be part of those emotional-affectional dynamics which allow 
whose are in the conversation to a greater opennes and to make relantionship with 
more ease. The scenario changes with the online consulting as all of those consistent 
elements, in which the face to face consulting is based on, are denied in the online 
sessions. 
After the first consulting sessions via ZOOM MEETINGS, MCG faced the need to set the 
following sessions not as the same as the previous ones by presence but to introduce 
instead, new tools and resources in order to plan sessions more dynamic, functional 
and engaging so as to avoid the lack of intrest and motivation of students. 
Consequently, MCG had the idea to ask some experts/professional to take part in the 
ZOOM MEETING sessions. Those experts/professionals were chosen by the staff of 
MCG on the basis of criteria linked to the needs of students and to the topics of each 
consulting session. In this way, students had the opportunity to dialogue with people 
who gave them the testimony about their work and their reality. Also, the interaction 
between experts and students permit the implementation of a practic/participative 
section to those sessions which always used a conventional and theoretical approach. 
At the beginning of the project, each consultant had the chance to know in –deapth 
students so as being able to understand their strengths and weaknesses. This is the 
main reason why, every expert speeches (which lasted around 15-20 minutes each) 
were led by a MCG consultant who had the key role to moderate and facilitate all of 
the conversations by orienting them in order to focus the attention on useful topics 
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 for each student.  
In the end, this new method allowed students to extend their knowledge while staying 
at home. Also, this was possible only because all the meetings were online: if the 
professionist had been asked to take part into every meeting by presence, this 
method wouldn’t have been possible referring to the amount of time and money 
implied to manage everything.  
 

 What is the potential of transferability of this practice/method/material in 
other European countries? (about 500 words) 

According to us, the good practice experienced by MCG could be transferable in 
other European countries because it is able to face similar issues in different 
territorial contexts. We don’t extactly know what kind of educational activities 
have been realised by other countries during the pandemic, but we have found 
out that the majority of the organisations involved in these kind of activities, have 
adopted distance learning in order to cope with the emergency. The main problem 
that arised from our experience of distance consulting sessions, was to keep 
students focused on the activities. The level of attention during the online 
consulting was notably lower than the face to face lessons. We can assume that 
this problem was noticed not on an Italian level only but also in other countries: 
students struggle to maintain an high level of attention for a long time as they are 
forced to stare their personal computer throughout the whole lesson and they get 
destracted easily. For this reason, it is really important to device new educational 
strategies to be used in the distance learning scenario, capable to encourage 
students and to allow them to maximize their personal learning. We are aware of 
the existence of  multiple methods, similar to the method that we have used along 
the pandemic,  that have been already used by professors and professional in 
charge of these kind of activities. We definitely cannot say that our method is 
innovative in absolute terms, but it is in relative terms, relating to the field in 
which MCG works, so as consulting and training activities. We can suggest the 
utilisation of this method to schools at both national and international levels 
because it is easy to use and affordable. Once the Zoom settings have become 
clear, the utilisation of it is very intuitive and it is low price, no other digital 
accessories/equipment are needed apart from computers. The only extra cost 
would be the one intended for the experts/professional to join the sessions with 
students. 

 


